


Copi|OtTM   CL|P|TTM
Technical  Data and  Features

GENERAL:  Sharing  the  same  quality  materials  and  construction  as  its  bigger  brothers,  Copilot  has  become  one
of our most popular Clipits. As the name implies, it was designed for airline travel. The designer contacted numerous
major  airports  to  determine  what  blade  length  could  be  carried  legally.  The  Copilot  was  shortened  at  both  ends
to  accommodate  airport  regulations,  otherwise the  knife  uses the  same  components  as  other  Clipits.

The  Copilot  has  found  its  way  into  the  premium   market  as  well.   Engraving  or  acid  etching  are  some  of  the

possibilities.  (Further  information  may  be  obtained  factory  direct.)

It  cuts  a  one-half-inch,  free-hanging  manila  rope.  Yet with  all  its  cutting  power,  the  Copilot  looks  like  a  money clip
to  the  casual  observer.  It features  brass  liners  and  a  lanyard  hole.

The  skinner  blade  was  put  to  the  test  by  a  couple  of  our  customers.  They  flew  to  Africa  wearing  their  Copilots,
shot  their  game,  and  skinned  it  with  their  knives.  While  you  may  not  test  your  Copilot  so  rigorously,  it's  nice  to
know  you  can.  Please  specify  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge.

BLADE:  Composed  of  G2,  the  chrome-molybdenum,  high-carbon  stainless  steel  blade  resists  abrasion.  It opens
one handed because of our patented Hole-Opener system and favors edge retention over rust resistance. Available
with  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge  serrations,  it  features  a  satin  finish.

HANDLE:  Stainless  steel  scales  with  brass  liners.  Features  include  a  stainless  clothing  clip  which  can  be  used
as  a  money  clip.

LOCK:  The  H.   MCBurnette/AI   Mar  design  enables  the  knife  to  be  closed  one  handed.  The  positive  front  lock

prevents  the  edge  from  "bottoming"  when  in  closed  position.

DESIGNER:  Sal  Glesser,  Golden,  Colorado

DIMENSIONS:    , cog Copilot
Overall length -Open:

Overall length -Closed:

Cutting edge length:

Blade thickness :

Overall thickness:

Weight:

5.55"              (128.5mm)

3.07"              (78mm)

1.75"              (45mm)

.095"           (2.4mm)

.40"               (10mm)

78.5 gr.            (2.77 oz.)


